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A single-longitudinal-mode (SLM) thulium-doped fiber laser, based on an eye-
shaped passive dual-ring filter, is designed and constructed. The eye-shaped
passive compound cavity consisting of four couplers is used to increase the
longitudinal mode spacing, and its performance is numerically analyzed in detail. A
homemade uniform fiber Bragg grating serves as a wavelength selection device
and a saturable absorber is used to further suppress the intense longitudinal mode
competition in the laser cavity, ensuring the single-longitudinal-mode output. The
experimental results demonstrate a laser output with a center wavelength of
2,049.85 nm and an optical signal-to-noise ratio of 63 dB. Moreover, the power
fluctuation is less than 0.6 dB, and the center wavelength fluctuation is less than
0.03 nm over a continuous measurement period of 60min, demonstrating an
excellent stability. The laser linewidth is measured using an unbalanced Michelson
interferometer and β-separation line method, resulting in a linewidth of 11.22 kHz.
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1 Introduction

Currently, fiber lasers have been applied in a wide range of fields, such as spectroscopy,
monitoring Material characteristic testing, optical sensor, high-resolution nonlinear
microscopy imaging, etc., due to their compact structure, low cost, good beam quality,
and no need for calibration [1–3]. And different monitoring methods have been used to
observe the beam characteristics [4–6], In particular, Thulium-doped fiber laser (TDFL)
working around the 2.0 μm band can induce a relatively low harm to the human eyes. The
reason lies in that when reaching the human eyes, the 2.0 μm laser will be strongly absorbed
by the cornea and crystalline lens inside the eye, making it difficult to reach the highly
sensitive retina [7, 8]. Moreover, the 2.0 μm band laser features a very weak penetration
ability in the biological tissues, and the penetration depth is only about 500 μm. Hence, using
a 2.0 μm band laser for medical surgery can accelerate the blood coagulation and reduce the
surgical trauma. In addition, TDFLs are widely used in ophthalmic surgery, dental surgery,
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and surface disease treatment. In recent years, TDFL has also
achieved good therapeutic effects in urinary system symptoms,
such as prostate hyperplasia, bladder tumors, and the ureteral
strictures [9]. Meanwhile, the 2.0 μm band laser also appears in
industrial cutting and welding, atmospheric detection of toxic gas
(CO, N2O, CH4), military wind and radar detection, differential
absorption radar, portable laser ranging, as well as in other scientific
fields [10–15]. However, the thulium-doped fiber (TDF)
characterizes a relatively low gain around 2,050 nm, making it
challenging to construct a single-longitudinal-mode (SLM) TDFL
in this wavelength range.

In 2004, [16] fabricated a distributed-feedback single-frequency
TDFL with a cavity length of only 5 cm, pumped by a 793 nm Ti:
sapphire laser, and the laser central wavelength was 1735 nm. In
2007, [17] achieved a single-frequency TDFL with an output power
of 20 W and an output laser wavelength of 1.93 μm. In 2013, [18]
developed a 1.95 μm single-frequency TDFL with a maximum
output power of 200 mW and an optical signal-to-noise ratio
(OSNR) of higher than 68 dB. In 2019, [19] realized a four-
wavelength switchable single-frequency fiber laser with an OSNR
greater than 80 dB and linewidth less than 700 Hz.

Currently, most of the proposed SLM lasers working in
2,050 nm band [20–22] use thulium-holmium co-doped fiber as
the gain fiber and feature short laser cavity structures. However, the
short laser cavity structure is limited by the quenching efficiency,
and the maximum gain factor is less than 2 dB/cm. Thus, it is
difficult to increase the output power by use of a short laser cavity
structures, which alsomay cause a serious spatial hole burning effect.
Using a ring cavity to increase the length of the TDFL in order to
provide enough gain is a good alternative. The long ring cavity can
effectively increase the output power, and a traveling wave ring
cavity can effectively suppress the spatial hole burning. On the other
hand, narrowband filters can be added in the laser cavity to achieve
narrow linewidth output, which has been extensively reported in the
C-band [23–25]. Furthermore, by adding an unpumped active fiber
into the main cavity or Use of three-dimensional materials to act as a
saturable absorber (SA) and using the dynamic self-tracking
narrowband grating formed by the standing wave saturation
effect [26], the suppression of multiple longitudinal modes can
be achieved [27, 28]. However, using a single SA requires a
sufficiently long fiber to meet the requirement, leading to a lower
slope efficiency. It is worthing noting that the SLM lasers feature
compound cavity structures can be used to achieve suppression of
multiple longitudinal modes with simple configurations. The multi-
ring compound cavities usually consist of a main cavity that provides
gain and one or several passive sub-ring cavities, each of which is
composed of one or more optical fiber couplers [19, 29–31]. The
advantages of the compound cavity structures are low cost and high
flexibility. By optimizing the length of each sub-ring cavity and the
coupling ratio of the couplers, an ideal filtering effect can be
achieved, making it a relatively ideal filtering component to
construct 2.0 μm SLM fiber lasers.

This paper adopts a compound ring cavity structure and utilizes
a home-made uniform fiber Bragg grating (UFBG) to achieve
wavelength selection. Combining a new type of quad-coupler
double ring compound cavity (QCDR-CC) with a narrowband
self-tracking narrowband grating based on unpumped TDF, a
SLM output is realized. Firstly, the design thinking and

performance of the QCDR-CC are theoretically analyzed and
experimentally verified in detail. The SLM operation is confirmed
and evaluated by integrating the QCDR-CC and SA in the laser
cavity. Subsequently, the wavelength and power fluctuations of the
laser as well as the stability of the SLM output are demonstrated for
more than 60 min. Finally, the linewidth of the SLM is measured
using the linewidth system.

2 Experimental setup and principle

2.1 Experimental setup

The schematic diagram of the proposed structure of the SLM
TDFL is shown in Figure 1. A 793 nm semiconductor laser with a
maximum output power of 12 W was used as the pump source and
injected into the ring cavity through a beam combiner. The gain
medium was a double-clad TDF (Nufern, SM-TDF-10P/130-M)
featuring a core/cladding diameter of 10/130 μm, a numerical
aperture of 0.15, and a length of 5 m. The absorption coefficient
of TDF in 793 nm is 4.5 dB/m, which provides a sufficient gain for
the laser. Figure 2 shows a cross-section of the double-clad thulium-

FIGURE 1
Schematic diagram of a SLM TDFL structure. The abbreviations
employed in the Figure are: thulium-doped fiber (TDF); fiber combiner
(FC); fiber circulator (CIR); optical fiber coupler (OC); saturable
absorber (SA).

FIGURE 2
Cross-sectional view of the double-clad thulium-doped fiber.
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doped fiber measured by an optical microscope, which features an
octagonal shape to improve the pump absorption efficiency.

As shown in Figure 1, one of the ends of the doped fiber is
connected to the 1-port of the ring resonator, which allows the laser
to run unidirectionally. The 2-port of the ring resonator is fused with
an unpumped TDF to form a SA, followed by a home-made UFBG
as a narrowband high reflector. The UFBG was written by the phase
mask method using a 248 nm KrF excimer laser, with a mask period
of 1,423.7 nm and a length of 2 cm. The transmission spectrum of
the UFBG were measured using a Yokogawa AQ6375B optical
spectrum analyzer (OSA) with a resolution of 0.05 nm, as shown
in Figure 3. The transmission depth of the UFBG was 13 dB,
corresponding to a reflectivity of 93.69%. The 3 dB bandwidth of
the UFBG reflection peak was 0.071 nm, corresponding to a spectral
range of approximately 5.07 GHz. The laser signal, reflected by the
UFBG, passed through the SA and then underwent a SLM selection
in the eye-shaped passive compound cavity. A 1 × 2 optical fiber
coupler was used to output 10% of the laser from the cavity. Finally,
the total cavity length of the laser was approximately 21.79 m,
corresponding to a longitudinal mode spacing of approximately
9.5 MHz.

2.2 SLM implementation principle

The 3 dB bandwidth of the UFBG reflection spectrum is
0.071 nm, corresponding to a spectral range of approximately
5.07 GHz in the 2,050 nm band. The longitudinal mode spacing
of the constructed ring cavity is about 9.5 MHz. The proposed eye-
shaped passive compound cavity filters out one longitudinal mode
within the FBG bandwidth from about 533 existent longitudinal
modes. Moreover, the mode is capable of oscillating in the main
cavity to achieve a SLM operation. In order to achieve this goal, the
following conditions should be met:

1) the effective free spectral range (FSR) of the compound cavity
should be greater than half of the FBG reflection bandwidth in

order to ensure that only one effective transmission band is
present;

2) the bandwidth of the effective transmission band of the
compound cavity should be twice the main cavity longitudinal
mode spacing [31].

Herein, the structure of the eye-shaped compound cavity, as
presented in Figure 1, is composed of four 2 × 2 optical fiber
couplers. The coupling ratio of OC1 and OC3 is 50:50, while that of
OC2 and OC4 is 2:98. Moreover, Ring1, with a length of 3.0 m, is
constructed by OC2 and OC4, while Ring2, with a length of 3.033 m, is
built by OC1 and OC3. According to FSR = c/(n*L), where c is the speed
of light (3 × 108 m/s), n is the refractive index of the fiber core (1.447)
and L is the cavity length, the FSR of Ring1 is about 68.4 MHz, and that
of Ring2 is about 69.1 MHz. According to Vernier effect, the effective
FSR of the compound cavity should be the least commonmultiple of the
FSRs of both rings, which is about 4.7 GHz. In the 2,050 nm band, the
corresponding wavelength range is approximately 0.064 nm, which is
comparable to the reflection bandwidth of the FBG. Based on these
findings, further longitudinal mode selection of the laser is performed.
The 3 dB bandwidth of the main resonance peak of the compound
cavity filter is determined by the length of the longest ring in the sub-
cavity. The longer the ring length is, the narrower the bandwidth it will
be. The bandwidth of the interference peak of the compound cavity can
be obtained referring to the below equation [30, 32]:

Δv � cδ

2πneffL1

where L1 represents the length of the main ring of the compound
cavity and δ indicates the loss of light after one round trip in the
compound cavity. It can be expressed as follows:

δ � ln
Io
Ii

( )
Here, Io represents the input intensity of light whereas Ii

represents the remaining intensity of light after one round of

FIGURE 3
Reflection spectrum of the UFBG.

FIGURE 4
Transmission spectrumof the eye-shaped passive sub-cavity and
the reflection spectrum of the UFBG.
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transmission in the compound cavity. Given that the insertion losses
of the four couplers are similar and equal to 0.2 dB, the narrowband
interference peak bandwidth is equal to 12.5 MHz, which is
approximately 1.45 times the longitudinal mode spacing of the
main cavity. This ensures that there is only one longitudinal
mode output in the passive eye-shaped compound cavity effective
transmission passband.

Also, the proposed passive eye-shaped compound cavity filter
was simulated and the simulation method is consistent with the
previous work [33]. The simulation results are shown in Figure 4
where the red line represents the normalized reflection spectrum of
the UFBG. The FSR of the compound cavity is equal to 0.13 nm
(~8.99 GHz), which is slightly different from the estimated value.
However, the FSR obtained from the simulation still satisfies the
required condition as it is greater than 0.5 times and less than twice
the FBG reflection bandwidth, which ensures that there is only one
dominant transmission band within the FBG reflection bandwidth.
Furthermore, the inset in Figure 4 shows a partial enlargement of the
transmission spectrum of the simulated eye-shaped compound
cavity filter. The interference-formed transmission peak in the
filter has a 3 dB bandwidth of around 12.85 MHz, which is
essentially not far from the previously specified 12.5 MHz. At the
same time, the simulation shows that the ratio of the main peak to
the side lobe is 0.74 and 0.71, respectively, indicating that the gain
competition is relatively intense. To handle these problems, the SA is
introduced to suppress mode competition and form a narrower
bandwidth filter to suppress side lobes. The proposed eye-shaped
compound cavity combining with the SA ensures the SLM operation
of the laser.

3 Experimental results and analysis

The laser configuration was built and tested under room
temperature, and it was placed on an optical platform and
isolated from the pump source. The entire laser system was not
equipped with any temperature or isolation devices. Also, the laser
threshold was 2.6 W, and a stable output was achieved by increasing
the pump power to 3.3 W. The spectrum, measured by the
connected OSA, is shown in Figure 5 as well and the OSA
resolution was set to 0.05 nm. The center wavelength of the laser
was 2,049.85 nm, which was offset by 0.03 nm compared to the

center wavelength of the FBG transmission peak. This wavelength
drift was caused by the temperature and the stress disturbances
caused by fixing the UFBG during the measurement. Referring to
Figure 5A, it can be seen that the OSNR of the output laser is equal to
60 dB. Furthermore, the output spectrum of the laser was scanned
every 6 min, and the spectra obtained from ten consecutive scans is
shown in Figure 5B. The center wavelength and the peak power of
the laser output spectrum did not fluctuate significantly during the
observation time, indicating that the laser discloses a good stability
at room temperature. In order to further study the output stability of
the laser, a continuous scanning of the center wavelength and the
output power was performed, as shown in Figure 6. The fluctuation
range of the center wavelength was just 0.03 nm, which is smaller
than the minimum resolution of the spectrometer of 0.05 nm, and
the output power fluctuation was limited to 0.58 dB.

The self-homodyne method was used to measure the SLM
property of the output laser. The output end of the laser was
connected to a 12.5 GHz photodetector (PD) module to convert
the optical signal to electrical signal. The converted electrical signal
was then sent to a signal analyzer. In theory, when only one laser
longitudinal mode appears in the output signal, only the zero
frequency can be observed in the signal analyzer. However, when
two or more laser longitudinal modes are sent to the output signal,

FIGURE 5
(A) Laser output spectrum and (B) ten consecutive scans at 6 min interval.

FIGURE 6
Fluctuation of laser center wavelength and output power.
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the signal analyzer will display the beat frequencies at non-zero
frequencies. The laser beat frequency results, with scanning ranges
of 100 MHz, 500 MHz, and 1 GHz, are displayed in Figure 7. It can
be seen from Figure 7 that there is no beat frequency signal within
the scanning range. Figure 8 shows the spectrum without the use of
an SA and a passive compound cavity for reference. The obvious
non-zero longitudinal mode frequency peaks can be observed,
indicating that the laser is in a multi-longitudinal mode

operation state. Therefore, it can be concluded that the un-
pumped TDF and the passive cavity play a decisive role in the
formation of a SLM mode operation of the laser.

The phase noise demodulation method and the linewidth
measurement system composed of a 3 × 3 coupler and 2 F
rotation mirrors (FRMs) are used to obtain the linewidth of
the output wavelength. Compared to the traditional delay self-
heterodyne linewidth measurement method by use of an ultra-

FIGURE 7
Self-homodyne results with the presence of sub-cavity and SA (A) for the frequency range of 0–100 MHZ, (B) for the frequency range of
0–500 MHz, (C) for the frequency of 0–1 GHz, and (D) for the frequency of 0–1 GHz measured at 6 min intervals.

FIGURE 8
Spectrum without SA and passive compound sub-cavity.

FIGURE 9
Frequency noise power spectral density and linewidth of the
laser.
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long delay line, the use of a 50 m long SMF as a delay line can
reduce losses. Both FRM reflected lights demonstrate a time
difference due to different transmission distances and then they
are received by two identical PDs. The output signals from PDs
are collected by a data acquisition board to calculate the power
spectral density (PSD) of the instantaneous phase and frequency
fluctuations of the laser. The linewidth, obtained by this
linewidth measurement method, widens with the
measurement time as a result of 1/f noise in the power
spectral density of the frequency fluctuations. It is important
to mention that the measurement was carried out in a relatively
quiet environment. The frequency noise spectrum of the laser
was calculated and plotted in Figure 9. It can be clearly seen that
the linewidth broadens with the increase of measurement time.
For instance, the linewidth at the minimum measurement time
(0.001 s) is 11.2 kHz, whereas, at the longest measurement time
(1 s), it is approximatively equal to 896 kHz.

4 Conclusion

This paper demonstrates a SLM TDFL based on an eye-
shaped QCDR-CC and SA. At room temperature, the proposed
fiber laser achieved a stable laser output with a central
wavelength of 2,049.85 nm and an OSNR of 60 dB. Over a
continuous measurement period of 60 min, the maximum
power fluctuation of the laser output was lower than 0.6 dB,
and the wavelength fluctuation of the central wavelength was
less than the minimum resolution of the OSA (equal to
0.05 nm). Therefore, the laser output features a good
stability. Finally, the SLM operation characteristic of the laser
was verified using the self-homodyne method, and the laser
linewidth was measured to be 11.22 kHz based on frequency
noise analysis. The presented results are quite attractive. A
wealth of applications could be carried out based on the
proposed TDFL, like Lidar and free-space optical
communication systems.

A SLM TDFL based on an eye-shaped QCDR-CC and SA was
proposed with a central wavelength of 2,049.85 nm and an OSNR of
60 dB. Themeasured linewidth was 11.22 kHz under ameasurement
time of 0.01 s. The proposed TDFL is of vital importance of fiber
sensor and communication applications.
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